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ABSTRACT
Over the last decades, different kinds of design guides have been
created to maintain consistency and usability in interactive system
development. However, in the case of spatial applications, practitioners from research and industry either have difficulty finding
them or perceive such guides as lacking relevance, practicability,
and applicability. This paper presents the current state of scientific
research and industry practice by investigating currently used design recommendations for mixed reality (MR) system development.
We analyzed and compared 875 design recommendations for MR
applications elicited from 89 scientific papers and documentation
from six industry practitioners in a literature review. In doing so,
we identified differences regarding four key topics: Focus on unique
MR design challenges, abstraction regarding devices and ecosystems, level of detail and abstraction of content, and covered topics.
Based on that, we contribute to the MR design research by providing
three factors for perceived irrelevance and six main implications
for design recommendations that are applicable in scientific and
industry practice.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User interface design; Mixed
/ augmented reality.
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1

INTRODUCTION

As the diversity of devices such as smartphones or tablets increased,
novel research fields appeared. Emerging spatial technologies like
augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), and mixed reality (MR)
afford new requirements and interactions while they also include
the actual environment as such in the interaction itself. Although
spatial technologies have been researched for decades, it was not
until the second wave of VR brought new devices to the mass
market that research was refueled.
Recent work reports different kinds of design practices and
lessons learned for UI design, for instance, in the shape of design
principles, guidelines, heuristics, or recommendations [43, 130].
Those are supposed to support designers in creating usable interfaces with reasonable time and effort [121]. Spatial media research
also includes the elicitation and publication of case studies and
practices (i.e., [21, 35, 43, 130]).
In this context, current research reports that both researchers
and practitioners perceive the present situation in MR development
as lacking relevant, practical, and applicable design guides [9, 83],
if they are easily accessible at all.
In this paper, we examine the current use and applicability of
design recommendations with a particular focus on MR design in
practice [57, 83]. We compare design recommendations for MR systems originating from both scientific research and industry practice
to answer these questions:
RQ1 What are the differences between research and practitioner
recommendations for AR user interfaces?
RQ2 What factors contribute to them being perceived as relevant
or irrelevant for application development?
RQ3 What can we learn from those differences for future work
on design recommendations for spatial user interfaces?
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on a literature review, Fu et al. synthesize the following definitions
[47]:
• Principle: A fundamental rule or law, derived inductively
from extensive experience and/or empirical evidence, that
provides design process guidance to increase the chance of
reaching a successful solution.
• Guideline: A context-dependent directive, based on extensive experience and/or empirical evidence, that provides
design process direction to increase the chance of reaching
a successful solution.
• Heuristic: A context-dependent directive, based on intuition,
tacit knowledge, or experiential understanding, that provides
design process direction to increase the chance of reaching
a satisfactory but not necessarily optimal solution.

Figure 1: Development of guidelines [49].

In a literature review, we analyzed design recommendations
from 89 scientific papers and compared them to those published
by Apple, Google, IBM, Magic Leap, Microsoft, and Spark AR. We
compared the recommendations regarding four key issues: Focus
on MR unique design challenges, abstraction regarding devices
and ecosystems, level of detail and abstraction of content, and
covered topics. We further formulate—based on our findings—three
reasons for the perceived irrelevance of design recommendations
for MR and six implications on how to create meaningful design
recommendations for both practitioners and researchers.

1.1

Terms and Concepts in this Paper

The data set of our analysis contains work that focuses on augmented reality but also includes other types of mixed reality media as defined by the reality-virtuality continuum of Milgram and
Kishino [97]. Throughout this paper, we will address the type of
media as MR and switch to a more specific differentiation of AR or
VR if needed. Furthermore, we differentiate between spatial- and
non-spatial media as types of user interfaces (UI). Spatial media
consists of UIs that involve spatial components like MR, tangible
UIs, or ubiquitous computing. In contrast, non-spatial media encompass more classical UIs, such as command-line interfaces, desktop
applications, or systems for mobile devices and tablets following
the Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointers (WIMP) paradigm.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Designing Interactive Systems
Among insights from user-based experiments, resources such as
informal and adopted design guidelines as well as standards play
a central role for designers working to develop usable interactive
systems (see Figure 1). In 1976, Cheriton proposed design guidelines
for time-shared computer systems with the goal of standardization
to “[decrease] the effort required for users to change systems” [26].
Other guidelines exist to provide system designers references to
reduce well-known errors because “[most errors] are system induced,
a result of inappropriate system design” [103]. Over the last 50 years,
the design research field used different terms like design principles, guidelines or heuristics for these proposals. A well-accepted
definition for the terms is hard to find. According to Fu et al. [47],
these and more terms are part of knowledge explications. Based

Furthermore, design principles are formulated more general to
“outlast the technological demands of the moment” [38, 102]. According to Preece et al., guidelines and heuristics are strongly related
because design guidelines can be transformed into heuristics for
evaluating systems [69]. Without guidelines for specific applications or technologies, designers tend to adapt guidelines from other
contexts to new technologies. This bears the risk of neglecting
unique features of new technology. User-based experiments help to
validate designs and to inform design activities in the early stage of
an emerging technology. With further contributions from the community, collections of informal guidelines appear and may evolve
into more formal guidelines or standards [49] (see Figure 1). Sometimes, established guidelines are incorporated into design tools that
can enforce consistency and ensure reasonable designs of systems
[102].

2.2

Design Recommendations for MR

MR is an emerging medium slowly being adapted for mass marketing. As general consent, MR design practices diverge from nonspatial media in presenting and interacting with content. Therefore,
this medium requires its own design rules, tools, and practices. Due
to its early stage of development, we can observe the evolution of
guidelines for designing systems. Endsley et al. [43] investigated
137 statements from AR and related fields and classified them in
an iterative process. The result of their work was nine heuristics
to be considered by AR designers (see Figure 2). Vi et al. [130] extended Endsley et al.’s work by developing eleven design guidelines
for extended reality applications with a focus on head-mounted
displays (HMD). In addition to the guidelines from research, they
also considered guidelines from the web, including documentation
from companies like Google, Leap Motion, or Oculus, as well as
blog posts from individuals on platforms like medium.com. The
created guidelines are mainly based on online sources and cover
both AR and VR. However, due to the popularity of VR at the time
of that study, few guidelines were elicited for AR. Both sets bear
a likeness to each other (see Figure 2) and to well-known guidelines or heuristics such as Nielsen’s 10 usability heuristics [101]
for non-spatial interfaces. However, Endsley et al. and Vi et al. provide additional guidelines for AR, such as the three-dimensionality
of the medium and a more profound connection of virtuality and
reality. Because MR is a body-centric technology, special physical
safety and comfort guidelines were added, focusing on ergonomics.

Research and Practice Recommendations for Mixed Reality Design

Concluding our literature review, there were no further attempts
to classify existing design recommendations for MR to the best of
our knowledge.

3

RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODS

We conducted an iterative literature review oriented on the approach of vom Brocke et al. [22] to answer our research questions
(see Section 1). After identifying key concepts and terms, we defined our search terms. As the terms “design guidelines” returned
too few results for a proper analysis, we added “design principles”
and “design heuristics.” The resulting query was: ("Augmented
Reality" OR "AR") AND ("design guideline(s)" OR "design
principle(s)" OR "heuristic(s)"). We used the Scopus database and searched titles, abstracts, and keywords. Without restricting the period, we received 519 published papers between 2000 and
the day of our search, April 17, 2020.
In the first iteration, we removed 34 anthologies and duplicates.
The remaining 485 papers were checked for relevance by reading
the title, abstract, and conclusion. Papers should mention the design
of an AR application or the development of design guidelines or
recommendations for AR. As a result, we further excluded papers in
which our search terms were used in different contexts (also see Section 1.1) or had a different meaning. We also discarded non-English
papers or those that did not have a full-text version publicly available. We kept results stating MR design recommendations instead
of AR. Finally, we considered 89 papers for a full-text analysis (see
Appendix A). From these papers, we extracted statements that can
guide the design of an MR application, such as design principles,
guidelines, heuristics, or less formally formulated design recommendations. We will further refer to the extracted information used
in our analysis as “statements.”
In total, our team of three researchers collected 374 statements
on a virtual whiteboard in MURAL and sorted them following an
iterative, bottom-up approach into an affinity diagram [64]. We
followed an open coding approach described by Strauss and Corbin
[4]. Our goal was to elicit common topics regarding design recommendations in MR research. Therefore, we built clusters based on a
design recommendation’s purpose deduced from each statement.
If the purpose was unclear, we clustered regarding a statement’s
proposed action. Each statement was discussed before we arranged
it on the whiteboard. Due to the ambiguity of some design recommendations, the resulting clusters were not mutually exclusive.
Hence, we sorted statements that could belong to multiple clusters
into the best fitting one based on already arranged statements and
our discussions or created a new cluster if none of the arranged
statements matched. After all statements had been arranged, we
appointed names deduced from a cluster’s content before arranging them under matching umbrella topics. We will address those
statements and clusters as “Scientific Design Recommendations”
(SDRs) in the remaining sections of this paper.
To complement our scientific literature review, we considered
design recommendations of companies actively developing MR
hardware and software. In October 2020, we queried the websites
of six market-leading, AR-related companies Apple [7], Google
[58], IBM [66], Magic Leap [94], Microsoft [96], and Spark AR
[46]. We extracted design recommendations that we will refer to
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as “Practitioner Design Recommendations” (PDRs). We analyzed
them in line with our approach for SDRs and built clusters by
common topics without considering the cluster names from the SDR
affinity diagram. Even though some companies already provided
a categorization, we followed our bottom-up approach described
for SDRs to ensure comparability. This separate affinity diagram
has 501 statements from Apple (59), Google (115), IBM (20), Magic
Leap (135), Microsoft (103), and Spark AR (68).

4

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SET

In the following, we describe the features of SDRs and PDRs in
detail. Summaries of the affinity diagrams are depicted in Figure 3
for SDRs and Figure 4 for PDRs.

4.1

Scientific Design Recommendations (SDRs)

Elicited recommendations either explicitly address hand-held devices (n=297; 79.4%), HMDs (n=42; 11.23%), or did not specify the
target device (n=35; 9.36%). The affinity diagram of 374 statements
resulted in seven main topics, which we will further detail. As
depicted in Figure 3, each of the main topics consists of several
clusters containing mixed statements regarding target devices.
The topic Design Principles (inspired from non-spatial) contains eight clusters and 58 statements (15.51%) addressing themes
known from traditional non-spatial UI design, such as Personalization, Guidance in the sense of tutorials, Learnability in the context
of providing manuals, help, and other supportive information to
grasp the application, Task appropriateness, Privacy, and Laws such
as Hick’s Law [62] or the Law of Practice [100]. Furthermore, we
grouped statements that vaguely mentioned the adaption of existing guidelines, principles, or heuristics in the cluster Adaption of
other heuristics and principles, for example, Shneiderman’s design
guidelines for desktop application [29, 117] or Nielsen’s 10 usability
heuristics [68, 128] in General Nielsen Heuristics.
We identified 86 statements (22.99%) literally quoting or paraphrasing Nielsen’s 10 heuristics [68]. Those statements were sorted
in the topic Nielsen Heuristics and grouped in the 10 clusters
Visibility of system status and feedback, Match between system and
the real world, User control and freedom, Consistency and standards,
Error prevention, Recognition rather than recall, Flexibility and efficiency of use, Aesthetics and minimalist design, Error recovery, and
Help and documentation.
Our SDR data set revealed statements addressing Multi-User
Experience, from which we built four clusters with 15 statements
(4.01%). The clusters Collaboration and Social presence in VR are
related based on the statements’ content. We divided clusters regarding the defined type of media. For instance, “Encourage more
communication and interaction during the task” [36] specifically
mentioned the design of VR environments and was therefore sorted
into the cluster Social presence in VR. In contrast, “Effective tangible
AR interfaces can be developed using the design principles learned
from tangible user interfaces. The basic principles of TUI include [e.g.]
Collaboration between multiple participants” Billinghurst et al. [14]
address AR systems and were, therefore, assigned to Collaboration. The cluster Sharing focuses on aspects of sharing interfaces
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Prioritize user’s comfort

Fit with user’s physical abilities
Minimize distraction and overload

Organize the spatial environment to maximize efficiency
Keep it simple: do not overwhelm the user

Fit with user’s perceptual abilities
Accounting for hardware capabilities

Design around hardware capabilities and limitations

Vi et al.

Use cues to help users throughout their experience

Accessibility of off screen objects

Build upon real world knowledge

Fit with user environment and task

Endsley et al.

Form communicates function

Allow users to feel in control of the experience

Adaptation to user position and motion

Allow for trial and error

Alignment of physical and virtual worlds

Provide feedback and consistency
Create flexible interactions and environments
Create a compelling XR experience

Figure 2: Proposed guidelines and heuristics from Endsley et al. [43] and Vi et al [130]. The dotted lines show similarities
between the guidelines.
MR-specific / spatial (n=84, 22.46%)

Alignment of Virtual and Real (11)
Comfort (11)
User-Context related content (9)
Real World (8) Tracking (8) Experience Design (6) Accessibility (6) Field of view(3)
Avatare (6)
Tangible Interfaces and Objects (5) Before you build an Application (6)
- Personal Presence (3)
- Life-like representation Handling Interruptions (2) Depth Information (1) Depth Perception (1)
of Game Characters (3)

UI Design (n=58, 15.51%)

Legibility (11) Affordances (10) Metaphors (7) Storytelling and Narratives (6)
Attention Directors (6) Visual Clutter (5) Reducing Orchestration Load (5)
Reducing Cognitive load (3) Gamification (3) Occlusion (2)

Design Principles
Nielsen Heuristics (n=86, 22.99%)
(inspired from non spatial) (n=58,15.51%) Visibility of System Status (20)
Guidance (13)
Task Appropriateness (13)
Personalization (11)
Learnability (7)
General Nielsen Heuristics (6)
Laws (4)
Privacy (3)
Adaption of other heuristics (2)

Multi-Modal Interactivity (n=62, 16.58%)
Multi-Modal Interaction (15)
Audio (12)
Input / Controllers (9) General Interaction (9)
Hand Input (7)
Cross-Media (6)
- Markers (registration points)
for triggering AR

Parallel Activites (3) Object Manipulation (1)

Multi User (n=15, 4.01%)
Shared Space (4)
Collaboration (8)
Sharing (3)
- Social presence in VR (1)

Aesthetics and Minimalist Design (13)
Consistency and Standards (10)
User Control and Freedom (9)
Recognition rather than Recall (7)
Flexibility and Efficiency of Use (7)
Error Recovery (6)
Help and Documentation (6)
Error Prevention (5)
Match between the System and
the real World (3)

Technical
Recommendations (n=11, 2.94%)
Hardware Limitations (7)
Platform Compatibility (4)
- Hardware swaps (1)

Figure 3: Affinity diagram of scientific design recommendations. Each box represents a topic written as headline that
contains multiple clusters. Same-colored boxes are closely
related regarding their topics. Cluster names are written inside the boxes, and their sub-clusters are denoted in italics.

and experiences other than Shared spaces, which contains statements about movement, user positioning, and placement of shared
content.
In Multi-Modal Interactivity, eight clusters structure 62 statements (16.58%) focusing on the themes Parallel activities, General
interaction like “Creation of appropriate interaction techniques for AR
applications that are as intuitive as possible” [72, 142], Multi-modal
interaction, Object manipulation, Hand input, Input and controllers,
Cross-media, and Audio. The general topic addresses interactivity,
either in combination of multiple modalities, spatial interaction,
or audio. For instance, Multi-modal interaction combines several
modalities like “Gesture-based or verbal speech controls, could also
be beneficial” [39].
UI Design addresses more general design recommendations
for interface design. Those are closely related to the statements
in the topics Design Principles and Nielsen Heuristics. We found

58 statements (15.51%) and grouped them in 10 clusters. In addition to Occlusion, Attention directors, Gamification, Visual clutter,
Affordances, and Metaphors, themes like Reducing cognitive load,
Legibility, Storytelling and narratives, and Reducing orchestration
load in teaching environments emerged.
The topic Technical Recommendations with three clusters
and 11 statements (2.94%) concentrates on hardware-induced limitations and cross-device approaches for system development. The
clusters are Hardware limitations, Platform compatibility and Hardware swaps.
Finally, the topic MR-specific/Spatial Design consists of 84
statements (22.46%) grouped into 16 clusters: Field of view, Usercontext related content, Experience design, Handling interruptions,
Tangible interfaces and objects, Real world, Life-like representation
of game characters, Personal presence, Avatars, Alignment of virtual
and real, Tracking, Depth perception, 3D depth information, Comfort,
Accessibility, and Before you build an application. This topic is mixed
regarding covered themes but is similar regarding the focus on MRapplication-specific features rather than generic recommendations.

4.2

Practitioner Design Recommendations
(PDRs)

Elicited design recommendations address specific devices, such
as handheld (Apple, Google, Spark: n=243; 45.5%) and HMDs (Microsoft, IBM, Magic Leap: n=258; 51.5%). We created 13 main topics
for PDRs through affinity diagramming.
In the topic Interactivity, we sorted 67 statements (13.37%) into
11 clusters. Interaction with objects is often mentioned. We divided
these statements into clusters such as user initiated Object placement, Scaling, Rotation, Translation, General manipulation and Visual
cues for object manipulation. We found eight statements regarding
the Affordance. Statements about rather passive interactions with
virtual objects are collected in the cluster Reactive content, like statements about attentive holograms. The cluster Encourage to move
also emerged, and we collected four statements about the use of
Animations and three statements about the proper introduction of
new content to the user in the Content spawn mechanic cluster.
Statements about how the interactivity is implemented are collected in the topic Input Modalities with 68 statements (13.58%) in
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Design principles (inspired from non spatial) (n=98, 19.56%)
Ergonomics (29)

Accessibility (12) Text / Font (17)
Consistency (8)
- Subtitles (5)
Error prevention & recovery (10)
Information revealing (4) Law of practice (4)
Consider and show User's required Effort (4)
Inform about Waiting Time (3) User Control & Freedom (2) Privacy (2) Language (2)
Customization (1)
- Avoid neck strain (8)
- hearing (5)
- Avoid eye strain (6)
- visual (4)
- Avoid muscle fatigue (5) - mobility (3)
- Pauses and Breaks (5)

Guidance (n=35, 6.99%)
Attention directors (20) Instructions (10)
Onboarding (5)

Input Modalities (n=68, 13.57%)

Feedback (n=22, 4.39%)
Feedback (7) Audio (6) Notifications (3)
Audio Feedback (3) Haptic Feedback (2)
Immersion (1)

Gaze input (15) Selection of Interaction Modality (14) Voice Commands (11) Cursor (8)
Hand & finger gestures (7) Manipulation Gestures (7) Fitt's Law for Touch Interaction (3)
Modality change (3)

Controls (n=19, 3.79%)

Keep the Focus on AR Experience, but use
2D-UI On-Screen Elements when needed (13)
Control Placement in Screen Space (3)
Hand Menus (3)

Environment (n=49, 9.78%)

Interactivity (n=67, 13.37%)

Encourage to Move (10) Affordance (8)
Visual Cues for Object Manipulation (8)
Object Scaling (8) Object Placement (8)
Reactive Content (6) Object Manipulation (6)
Animations (4) Content Spawn Mechanic (3)

Space requirements (12) Users' physical safety (12) Space-Robust Applications (9)
Appropriate interplay of virtual and real (10) Transition into AR/VR (6)

Spatial Design (n=50, 9.98%)

Technical

Content Placement (15) Field of View (12) Recommendations (n=20, 3.99%)
Head-locked Content (9) Design Spaces (9) Spatial Anchors (6) Hardware Properties (4)
Performance (4) Device support (2)
Anchored UI (5)
Landscape / Portrait Mode (2)
Detection (n=25, 4.99%)
System Architecture (1)
Surface Detection (8)
Collider for finger gestures (1)
Handling Relocalization (7)
Multi-User Experience (n=13, 2.59%)
Image detection (4) Spatial mapping (3)
Multiuser (9) Shared spaces (2)
Coaching View for Detection (3)
Social Acceptance (2)

Realism (n=26, 5.19%)

Platform Specifics (n=9, 1.80%)
Visual Appearance of Objects (14)
- Textures (7)
AR Badges and Glyphs (9) Permissions (6)
Occlusion (6)
- 3D Modeling (4)
Physics simulation (5) Magic Leap Styleguide (2)
- Depth Perception (3)
Avatare (1)

Figure 4: Affinity diagram for practitioner design recommendations. Cluster names and topics are denoted as described in Figure 3.

eight clusters. Four of these clusters—Modality change, Gaze input,
Voice commands and Cursor—are dominated by statements from
Microsoft’s Mixed Reality documentation and Magic Leaps’ design
guides because they address specific design aspects for HMDs. We
gathered statements about eye-gaze as well as head-gaze in the
cluster Gaze input. We also created a cluster for statements that
can guide the Selection of the interaction modality. Statements like
“Ensure controls and gestures are ambidextrous” [94] are grouped
in the cluster Hand and finger gestures. More specific statements
about gestures for object manipulation can be found in the Manipulation gestures cluster. Also closely related to that is the cluster
Fitt’s Law for touch interaction. Close touch input to manipulable
objects should be assumed to be input for the object to facilitate
interaction with it.
The topic Environment contains 49 statements (9.78%) in five
clusters focusing on the surrounding space. We created the clusters
Space requirements considering the needed space for the experience,
Space-robust applications in dynamic environments with content
about designing for different physical environments, and Users’
physical safety with statements like “Help users move safely in their
space. If people are expected to move during the experience, remind
them to make space before they make the movement” [46]. Because
AR is embedded in the real world, an Appropriate interplay of virtual
content and physical environments as well as the Transition into
AR/VR are essential.
We found 26 statements (5.19%) divided into four clusters focusing on Realism. The biggest cluster is Visual realism and appearance of objects, which contains three sub-clusters about Textures,
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3D modeling and Depth perception. Occlusion is used to provide
additional visual feedback and increases the perceived realism. The
cluster Physics simulation with statements like “By having your digital objects respond to basic physics in the world, you firmly ground
them in reality” [94] is related to the previous cluster. Also connected is the cluster Avatars with one statement from IBM: “Use
unrealistic avatars. Realistic avatars can fall into the uncanny valley.”
Similar to our SDR data set, we found statements that are related
to design principles from non-spatial design. These statements are
more general and not directly connected to AR but should also
be considered. Overall, we found 95 statements for the topic Design Principles (Inspired from Non-Spatial) that we put into
15 clusters (19.56%). Because most users are not familiar with AR,
Error prevention and recovery is important, and Consistency will
increase the learnability. The companies mention different aspects
of accessibility when creating an inclusive AR application. For example, there are 12 statements about the legibility of Text/font with
five additional statements for Subtitles. We found more statements
regarding accessibility
and made clusters for Hearing, Visuals and Mobility. Directly connected to those is the cluster Ergonomics with sub-clusters about
avoiding Eye strain, Neck strain and Muscle fatigue as well as including Pauses and breaks. Other clusters in this topic are Consider
and show user’s required effort, Law of practice, Information revealing, Inform about waiting time, Language, Privacy, User control and
freedom and Customization.
Different Detection techniques are used to register digital content into the real environment. We grouped 25 statements (4.99%)
into five clusters related to detection like Image detection, Surface
detection, and more techniques like Spatial mapping. Other statements like “Show users how to find a surface using their phone. Use
illustrations or animations to show users how to scan properly” [58]
can be found in the Coaching view for detection and Handling interruptions/relocalization clusters.
The topic Guidance collects 35 statements (6.99%) in three clusters. The biggest cluster is about Attention directors with 20 statements because the combination of the limited field of view and the
three-dimensional characteristic of MR makes it necessary to help
users find offscreen elements. Another aspect of guidance is Instructions. They should be clear and fit the media, “[f]or example, if you
want users to swipe, give them an arrow or a hand icon rather than
showing the word ‘swipe”’ [58]. The last cluster is about Onboarding
in an MR application.
We put 13 statements (3.99%) that mentioned other people—
either actively participating in the experience or passive bystanders—
in the topic Multi-user experience with three clusters named
Multiuser, Social acceptance and Shared spaces. We also found 20
statements about Technical recommendations. We built the following clusters: Spatial anchors, Performance, Hardware properties,
Device support, Landscape/portrait mode, Colliders for finger gestures
and System architecture.
22 Statements (4.39%) like “A sound effect or bump sensation is
a great way to confirm that a virtual object has made contact with
a physical surface or other virtual object” [7] are part of Feedback.
We created a cluster for more universal Feedback statements but
also for specific feedback like Haptic feedback for phones and Audio
feedback besides Audio in general, Notifications and Immersion.
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Nine statements (1.8%) are Platform Specific, such as Apples’
AR badges and glyphs, Specific Magic Leap style guidelines, and
Permissions. Statements about elements to control the flow in the
application or to open a menu are collected in the Controls topic.
There are 19 statements (3.79%) in the clusters: Keep the focus on AR
experience, but use 2D-UI on-screen elements when needed, Control
placement in screen space and Hand menus.
The topic Spatial Design consists of 50 statements (9.98%) in
four clusters. The cluster Content placement includes statements
about how to arrange content spatially. Due to technical limitations,
the Field of view needs to be considered. The cluster Anchored UI
collects statements like “VR and AR experiences should typically
attach UI elements to the environment, a tracked controller, or the
user’s body. ‘Anchored’ UIs provide higher cognitive ease and require
less time to learn.” [66], but they have to be separated from statements about Head-locked content because “Implementing 1:1 HUD
rotation and translation relative to the user’s head motions should
always be avoided” [96]. Different spaces like intimate, social and
public spaces are considered in the Design space cluster.

5

SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN SDRS AND PDRS

Our analysis indicated four dimensions of differences and similarities that we will discuss in detail.

5.1

Focus on MR Unique Design Challenges

The SDR data set reflects that it is popular in MR research to apply
the design heuristics from Nielsen [101]. As these heuristics originate from usability problems of non-spatial systems in the 90s, an
appropriate adaption of their for spatial systems is at least questionable [32]. Nevertheless, statements oriented on either Nielsen’s
heuristics or other concepts from non-spatial UI design comprise
most of the SDR data set. As a result, those proposed recommendations are too generic. Design recommendations should refer to
cognitive abilities and human perception [71] and require being
unspecific to a certain extent. Therefore, overlap with existing
recommendations from classical UI design is likely. However, the
statements contained in SDRs appear to be less applicable and relevant in the context of spatial UI design due to their lacking focus on
spatial features and issues, such as environment, user orientation,
movement, and position in space. Statements considering spatial
aspects are also present in SDRs but less dominant than in PDRs.
That becomes more tangible by analyzing clusters of similar topics in SDRs and PDRs, such as ergonomics. As MR systems enable
whole-body movement and display spatially distributed information, the physical and mental strain tends to be higher than in
non-spatial systems. Therefore, specific recommendations for ergonomic use are indispensable. In SDRs, they are often derived from
design principles or heuristics for non-spatial UIs. Those statements
remain on a superficial level, for example, “Consider usability and
comfort. If a long-term usage is desired, take a comfortable interface
for the user into account and consider human factors” [85]. Even more
specific formulations are stated without further detail: “Consider the
natural viewing angle” [136]. PDRs consider ergonomics from more
diverse perspectives, resulting in a larger span of recommendations
regarding ergonomic issues caused by spatial activities such as
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muscle fatigue, eye strain, or neck strain. For instance, Microsoft
provides a detailed design recommendation for HMDs: “To avoid
eye and neck strain, content should be designed so that excessive eye
and neck movements are avoided. Avoid gaze angles more than 10
degrees above the horizon (vertical movement). Avoid gaze angles
more than 60 degrees below the horizon (vertical movement). Avoid
neck rotations more than 45 degrees off-center (horizontal movement).”
In conclusion, SDRs focus less on MR-specific design features and
often remain on a superficial level compared to PDRs.

5.2

Abstraction Regarding Devices and Their
Ecosystems

SDRs are mostly device agnostic and do not emphasize the need
to comply with device limitations, hardware properties, or ecosystems. In contrast, several PDR statements guide compatibility with
the devices’ hardware features, software platforms, and respective ecosystems. For example, Magic Leap published guidelines
for dealing with platform limitations and conventions: “Certain
control actions must be familiar, intuitive, and adhere to platform
conventions.” Similarly, Apple’s guidelines contain the use of their
AR badges and glyphs to trigger the start of an AR experience:
“Keep badge placement consistent and clear. A badge looks best when
displayed in one corner of an object’s photo. Always place it in the
same corner and make sure it is large enough to be seen clearly (but
not so large that it occludes important detail in the photo).”
Other statements address hardware properties and how to apply them in usable and compelling experiences. Those properties
are, for instance, Magic Leap’s controller with defined button actions and their use. Similarities exist regarding device-specific handtracking gestures or design recommendations for hand-menus (Microsoft), which are missing in SDRs. Additionally, technical limitations and how to avoid them are essential aspects of PDR. For
instance, we found recommendations for solving technical procedures like spatial mapping (Microsoft) or texture resolutions: “To let
your scene load faster, don’t make textures too large. Their resolution
should be 2k at most” [58].
Finally, there are also firm guidelines regarding publication in
app stores. One example provides the Magic Leap documentation:
“Ensure your immersive app presents a clear exit or quit option when
users tap the Home button. In the future, failing to enable this will
cause your app to fail the submission process.” It seems apparent for
companies to explicitly address hardware features and platform conventions to establish standards for their ecosystem. These standards
will lower the entry barrier for users and require less effort when
learning how to use such applications. Additionally, it makes sense
that design recommendations originating from human–computer
interaction (HCI) research focus on the medium rather than specific devices because HCI research is not bound to ecosystems or
hardware. Therefore, we assume that SDRs are, in general, device
agnostic and explorative regarding applied technologies or mixed
hardware approaches, whereas PDRs are device- and ecosystemspecific and focus on establishing standards. However, PDRs contain several design recommendations that are neutral regarding
hardware, platforms, and ecosystems and hold in a broader context
of MR design. Such topics are, for instance, realistic appearance
of objects, recreation of real-life physics, designing for dynamic
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Figure 5: Topics of both SDRs and PDRs and their inter-cluster relationships
environments, and object manipulation. Therefore, we can say that
statements in SDRs focus on a subset of PDRs regarding design
recommendations.

5.3

Level of Detail and Abstraction of Content

Design recommendations require a certain abstraction level to be
used in diverse contexts. For example, recommendations might
have a too-narrow scope if they are based strictly on layout choices
for unique application settings rather than cognitive abilities and
limitations. However, design recommendations need to provide
context to evaluate their relevance, adapt them to a broad set of UI
designs, and allow designers to understand their purpose.
Our analysis reveals the amount of information given with a
design recommendation and the type of their abstraction as the
main differences between SDRs and PDRs. SDRs tend to be of high
abstraction regarding intended use and effect and give few explanations. That requires rereading parts of the statement’s source
to understand its potential for designing a system. At the same
time, that level of abstraction leaves room for interpretation and
experimental approaches. For example, Youm et al. formulated six
design recommendations through their experience in mobile AR
game development, such as: “Provide useful interactions with the
AR content: Provide information related to the product or object that
empowers the user interaction and experience” [141]. It is unclear
what “useful interaction” means, how it affects the experience, and
under what circumstances such information should be provided.
Hence, this needs to be explored.
That lack of context makes SDRs appear theoretical and difficult
to apply without experimenting. However, scientific papers describe
detailed contextual information regarding the specific use cases
and consider that also in the recommendations, for example, “AR
design content should be based on the curriculum, and the time used
for AR-based teaching should not be longer than that used to teach the
same content with conventional teaching model” [90]. Such context
information cannot be found in PDRs.
Furthermore, authors of SDRs rarely provide categories for thematic clustering. Those that do provide thematic clustering often
refer to theoretical frameworks, abstract mental models, or ongoing research discourses, such as Ko et al.’s usability grouping
system with classifiers like “User-Information”, “User-Cognitive”,
or “User-Interaction” [79]. That categorization abstracts design
recommendations from the intended use and effect but supports
the identification of existing concepts in HCI research. In contrast,

PDRs use categories regarding their context or intention from a
developer’s or a user’s perspective, such as Google’s AR guidelines
with categories like “Environment”, “Movement” or “Realism.” Furthermore, PDRs abstract from the application context rather than
the intended use and effect: “Let the user select a virtual object to
identify, manipulate, and interact with it. [...] Use color combinations,
glowing outlines, or other visual highlights to let users know. This
is especially critical in apps where multiple objects can be selected”
[58]. Additionally, PDRs often present concrete solutions for usability issues and include examples and illustrations to facilitate their
design recommendations. Consequently, PDRs leave fewer open
questions and encourage application rather than experimentation.
We conclude that SDRs mainly foster experimentation through
abstracted design recommendations from the intended use and
effect. Furthermore, they reflect ongoing research discourses and
provide general applicability without giving concrete examples. In
contrast, PDRs are formulated from a developer’s or user’s perspective, abstracted from the application context, and provide examples
of intended use and effect. While they usually do not restrict experimentation, they emphasize good practices.

5.4

Covered Topics

The topics and clusters emerged from the recommendations’ content following a bottom-up principle. The identified topics and
clusters can be used in future work as a reference to evaluate new
recommendations for semantic similarity and to identify gaps in
thematic coverage. In comparison, SDRs and PDRs share similar
concepts and topics (see Figure 5) on a divergent level of detail, such
as statements regarding general design principles from non-spatial
contexts, multi-user experiences, and technical recommendations.
Furthermore, the data sets differ regarding their variance of topics. For instance, we identified MR-specific statements in both data
sets dealing with the interplay of virtual and real content, but only
a few statements in SDRs address this topic. In contrast, PDRs consider a broader spectrum of issues such as the environment (e.g.,
space requirements, users’ physical safety, dynamic environments,
and design spaces), the detection of images and surfaces, visual
realism, physics simulations, head-locked content, and general anchored UI elements.
Given the differences regarding the level of completeness and
pervasiveness of topics in both data sets, we conclude: SDRs provide
a horizontal, framework-like coverage of topics, including experimental areas like tangible AR. PDRs focus on horizontal and vertical
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topic coverage to ensure applicability with a greater level of detail.
We argue that this is related to two factors: The first factor is the
availability and applicability of mass-market-ready hardware. Hardware is rarely at a high level when research begins to investigate
a topic. Therefore, it is challenging to formulate detailed design
recommendations beyond interaction paradigms and frameworks.
In contrast, PDRs explicitly investigate the applicability of existing hardware in realistic scenarios to minimize the entry hurdle
for practitioners. That leads to better coverage of sub-topics and
edge cases, including observations from applying technology in
the wild, such as dynamic environments, users’ physical safety,
and accessibility issues. The second factor is that long-term studies in HCI are rare, and evaluations are often part of short-term
user studies or lab work [35, 81]. That leads to relatively small
and potentially biased data sets due to the limited time users are
given to adapt to new systems. Hence, a topic can only be investigated in-depth if new work focuses on applying existing design
recommendations to adapt and refine them. Nevertheless, we found
only a few papers experimenting with the adaption of previously
defined design recommendations and publishing their results, such
as Endsley et al. [43] and de Almeida Pacheco et al. [32]. However,
companies can evaluate their existing hardware and applications in
realistic settings or draw from a vast set of applications published
by the community or created by their developers. That leads to a
faster, many-faceted, and consistent, in-depth analysis of potential
and applicable design recommendations matching platform and
medium-specific topics.

6

DISCUSSION

The following discussion addresses our results in the context of
our stated research questions. Because we described our findings
regarding RQ1 in Section 5, we concentrate on RQ2 in Section 6.1
and RQ3 in Section 6.2. As detailed in Section 5, the main differences between SDRs and PDRs relate to four dimensions: Focus
on design challenges unique to MR, abstraction regarding devices
and ecosystems, level of detail and abstraction of content, and covered topics. In addition, design recommendations have at least two
target groups: researchers and practitioners. Consequently, recommendations serve different needs and purposes and require a clear
distinction regarding their intended use and effect.

6.1

Perceived Relevance and Irrelevance of
Design Recommendations

The issue with design guidelines being perceived as irrelevant has
been reported in recent XR-focused work [9] and for design recommendations originating from practice. Beck and Ekbia investigated reasons for the perceived irrelevance of scientific output
for practitioners and identified three potential reasons: the problem of communication, abstraction, and research-induced bias [12].
Building on that work, we identified three more factors potentially
contributing to perceived relevance or irrelevance for design recommendations in research and practice:
The terms “design principles,” “design guidelines,” and “design
heuristics” are regularly used as synonyms. However, as pointed
out in Section 2.1, they are not the same [38, 47, 69, 102]. Hence,
published design recommendations add the problem of ambiguous
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wording, which leads to search results containing design recommendations of varying abstraction levels with different purposes.
Based on our findings, the levels of detail and abstraction regarding
devices, application, and context are crucial for serving the needs
of the target group and therefore add to perceived relevance or
irrelevance. Consequently, resolving ambiguous wording requires
specifying the target group and the application context, as discussed
in the next section.
Design recommendations fail to state their intended use, goals,
and target group. Design recommendations address different target groups with different types of information. Whereas scientific
recommendations aim for divergence through experimentation,
practitioner recommendations provide greater detail for guiding
application and aim for convergence [111]. As a result, the latter is
perceived of lesser relevance in a scientific context, whereas design
recommendations providing superficial guidance require specification effort to be applicable in practical scenarios [20, 55, 65]. It helps
to decide if a design recommendation can serve one’s needs by explicitly stating the target group and the intended use. Nevertheless,
this is insufficient if design recommendations are excluded from
search queries due to prejudices against their publication channels,
as we will discuss in the next section.
The medium of publication denotes who perceives design recommendations as being relevant. Our SDR data set contains design recommendations targeting practitioners and researchers. However,
as we know from literature, practitioners rarely consider scientific
databases or attend conferences such as CHI [23, 123]. This means
that design recommendations for practitioners are most likely not
seen if they are published exclusively in academic media due to a
biased assumption of irrelevance. Beck and Ekbia also suggest that
inaccessibility feeds this prejudice because scientific publications
are often hidden behind paywalls [12]. As a consequence, design
recommendations for scientific purposes are well-placed on scientific platforms, whereas design recommendations for practitioners
are a good fit for respective platforms like Medium, YouTube, and
Stack Overflow [9].

6.2

Towards establishing good design practices

Creating and defining good design practices require both scientific
and practical exploration and application of design recommendations. Based on our study, we would emphasize the following six
implications:
Investigate, validate, and adapt existing design recommendations.
Ideally, focus on the context of intended use and effect for spatial
system development as well as the recommendations’ impact on
design and user appropriation. The key to providing relevant and
applicable design recommendations is their grounding and validation in well-executed user studies combined with a diverse pool
of data sets. Hereby, long-term user studies should be preferred to
minimize bias, such as the novelty effect [116].
Build recommendations on reliable and transparent data; share
experiments and practices. Defining design recommendations requires experience and appropriate data. Hence, recommendations
should build on distinct and implemented designs. This could also
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be achieved by considering high-quality data sets published by the
AR/VR community, which provide essential metadata regarding
design decisions, potential design patterns, good practices, and
their evaluation, including the process of requirements elicitation,
demographics, study design and procedure, environment, and a
detailed application description. Finally, stating how a design recommendation can support a researcher or practitioner and enhance
the application’s usability and user experience eases assessing a
design recommendation’s relevance.
Recommendations for research need to foster experimentation and
strive for generating knowledge (divergence) [111]. Design recommendations for research should aim to build a thematic framework
that could be explored and specified through application, observation, and evaluation. This explorative approach enables researchers
to identify several potential solutions, to experience conceptual failures and working solutions and generate knowledge about a design
space’s specific challenges and rules. Such design recommendations
should be grounded in and discussed regarding existing discourse
and established concepts, paradigms, and theories. Finally, design
recommendations for exploration aim for generalization and abstraction from context, domain, and user intent. This makes them
difficult to apply in practice [111], which requires more specific
recommendations.
Recommendations for practice need to guide the development of
usable systems (convergence) [111]. Design recommendations for
practitioners must guide system development, ideally supported
by detailed explanations and examples showing the effect of use.
Those examples need to enable creators to learn about and understand both the opportunities and limitations of designing for
spatial media and its implications for users using the resulting application. Contrasting design recommendations for research, they
foster design synthesis [111] and can take hardware specifics into
account.
Be clear about intended use and effect, user groups, and wording.
Due to the ambiguous use of design principles, guidelines, and
heuristics, communicating the intended use and effect of design
recommendations is difficult solely based on the wording. While
it is desirable to better differentiate between the types of design
recommendations for minimizing confusion, it is unlikely that new
or enhanced definitions will be adopted likewise from science and
research in the near future. Therefore, we suggest including details
about the intended usage and context of design recommendations.
Following this suggestion, recommendations need to be formulated
accordingly to fit the needs of the target group. This includes matching publication and distribution channels of such recommendations.
Aim for a clear distinction of design recommendations and their
purpose in research and practice. As we noticed, there is no welladapted definition of design principles, design heuristics, and design guidelines. While existing work describes their derivation
and transformation [69, 117], the current state of the art lacks a
proper differentiation and its adoption. However, providing guidelines for formulating appropriate design recommendations requires
dedicated research building on existing work such as [47]. When
working towards more distinct definitions, potential factors are (1)
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intended use and effect, like divergence and convergence and (2)
level of abstraction regarding domains, devices, and user intent.

6.3

Limitations

We started with investigating AR design recommendations but
diverged to VR and finally MR. The mixture of those terms in literature makes it difficult to differentiate our findings because AR and
VR are not interchangeable. However, only a few guidelines from
SDRs were explicitly created for VR applications. When creating
PDRs, we excluded VR-specific guidelines from Google and LeapMotion to ensure comparability. We focused on recommendations
of six market-leading AR-related companies. However, there are
additional sources for guidelines from practice, for instance, blogs
like Medium or less known companies. Including their recommendations warrants a deeper study. In contrast to design guidelines
from scientific literature, practitioner design recommendations are
constantly being updated. Hence, the design recommendations used
in our analysis might have been updated or removed by the time
this paper was published. Furthermore, it is known that MR also
combines several other disciplines, such as game design and tangible interfaces. We did not perform an explicit search in those areas
due to the scope of our research questions. This might exclude
potentially applicable design recommendations.
Finally, there might be scientific work that does not focus on
formulating design recommendations but still publishes good practices. As a common limitation of literature studies such as ours,
those types of publications were not considered because the papers
did not contain our search terms.

7

CONCLUSION

We investigated the current state of existing design recommendations for MR applications. The literature review examined 89
scientific publications and documentation from companies actively
participating in AR and MR development (Apple, Google, IBM,
Magic Leap, Microsoft, and Spark AR). In total, we extracted 875
statements from the materials that can meaningfully guide MR
application design into two separate data sets based on the source
of the statement. We analyzed these data sets through independent
affinity diagrams to find common topics in both areas to further
investigate different and similar recommendations for MR design.
We were able to demonstrate the differences between design recommendations from science and practice. Our findings present insights
regarding four key aspects: the focus on design challenges unique
to MR, an abstraction regarding devices and ecosystems, the level
of detail and abstraction of content, and covered topics. Finally, we
deduce six implications for future design recommendation work regarding appropriate adaptions of existing design recommendations,
a call for more exploration in MR design, sharing current experiences and practices with the community, appropriate definition
of the target group, the intended use of context and formulation
of recommendations to guide the development of usable MR systems and a clear distinction of design recommendations and their
purpose in design research and practice.
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